Lawrentian Captures Another All-American Budget, Bylaw

For the third consecutive semester The Lawrentian has captured an All-American ranking from the Associated Collegiate Press according to word received by William Donald, editor-in-chief, that work. Last semester's paper was entitled, "The Interchange." The All-American rating, which is the highest honor accorded to college newspapers, was given only to two other Wisconsin newspapers. The rating is based on excellence in news, editorial writing, reporting, photography, layout, and departmental work. Experts are considered judges in competition with all others from schools of similar enrollment.

No wire and editing involve during the highest period with news, values and success running a tight rope. The paper printed on October 27, 1949, was a success or failure after the paper was turned in. This was the case only because of the special mention going to sports and football.

Of the 42 schools with an enrollment of 1,500 to 5,000, The Lawrentian only one received an All-American rating. During the past three years this has been the case. The Lawrentian has been edited by William Donald, 4th Miss Hephaestus, and Donald. Kenneth Davis, associate editor, and Paul Cooper, editor of the American paper, and Robert "Handen, the front man who managed the offi

The Lawrentian is printed by the Appleton Post-Crescent.

MYF Slates Eckhardt

Tennis Court Scene

BY DAVE DITEY

For the Chicago Northwestern Railroad

A big smoke was sent up from the smoke stack of the Interlake paper mill on Tuesday, October 11, after a fire broke out in the basement of the paper mill at Interlake.

According to the latest reports, the fire was caused when a machine in the paper mill exploded. The factory was located on the south side of the city and the fire was reported to be under control.

In other railroad news, the train schedule for the week will be as follows:

Monday: 6:00 a.m.

Tuesday: 7:00 a.m.

Wednesday: 8:00 a.m.

Thursday: 9:00 a.m.

Friday: 10:00 a.m.

Saturday: 11:00 a.m.

Sunday: 12:00 noon
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At the Movies

**Dick Murphy, 'Task Force'**

**Appear at Rio**

BY ART MINTER

Appearing at the foot of the stairs in Main Hall, we rub elbows with a thousand and one different students. Some are friends, some we've chatted over a cup of coffee with, but most will be the people we elect to lead us in the coming year. Dick Murphy, a newspaper reporter, is a ready supplier of stories. The people behind him are the people of tomorrow, which makes him, if anything, the more important figure for us to know. Although the newsmanship of the 'Task Force' will depend mainly upon the reactions of each of us to it, the most important single factor remains our own judgment. Dick will be the people we elect to lead us into the future, and not some small group that sets policy behind the scenes. Dick will be the people we elect to lead us into the future, and not some small group that sets policy behind the scenes.

**German Club Will Organize Thursday**

President Jacqueline Garey reports that the German club will hold an organizational meeting next Thursday in the Houseman. The program, social and membership committees will be formed at this time. All first-year German students who are interested may attend the meeting, but only those eligible for membership. Several German students, or those more advanced, may become members of the organization.

---

**Students**

Improve your grades by renting one of our late model tape recorders. They will enjoy the excellent accommodations we offer!

**EL RANCHO MOTEL**

"For Particular People"

Located on Super Highway 81 at Oxnard St. A. W. Cleereown, Owner Dial 3-1390

---

**Karl's**

DIRECT BY MAIL

**ITEM OF THE MONTH**

**SUR-ANA SPANISH CAPE WRAP**

Made in Mexico, Seventeen and Life tell the Sur-and-study story this new college fashion success brings a Spanish accent to gowns — goes to proms — has wool-blanket warmth. Under its swinging fullness, carry books or bag — or belt your own Fortress.

It's your Sur-ANA for around campus, cafeteria, for dress-up, with hat, hot, accessories.

**EL RANCHO MOTEL**

"For Particular People"

Located on Super Highway 81 at Oxnard St. A. W. Cleereown, Owner Dial 3-1390

---

**The Elm Tree Bakery**

**Elm Tree Bakery**

Bakers Since 1880

---

**From the President**

This is what John Fillton, president of the student body, had to say about the nominations for the Campus Chest chairman:

"The Campus Chest drive is our best opportunity to help our less fortunate, fellow world citizens. As such, it is a direct reflection of the degree of social awareness. Although the conduct of the drive will depend mainly upon the reactions of each of us to it, the most important single factor remains our own judgment. Dick will be the people we elect to lead us into the future, and not some small group that sets policy behind the scenes.

---

**Roller Skating Tonight**

Roller skating tonight will be increased by the Women's Recreation association at the armory. All students are invited to attend this non-fare day.

---
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Brown, Zeidler
Lead Beginning
SCA Discussions
Schedule Further Talks
For Next Tuesday Night

Two discussion groups sponsored by the Student Christian association were held Tuesday night. Dr. Ross Brown, associate professor of biology and the Reverend C. H. Zeidler, pastor of the Trinity Lutheran church conducted the discussions.

"Social Responsibility of Christians" was discussed by the group meeting at Brown's home. He pointed out that today people "join the church and feel that they have done everything to become good Christians. The social responsibility of each Christian is more than belonging and going to church as a "hunch warmer" every Sunday, he pointed out.

"People don't go to church to give, they go to get — to get religion," John Blooming asserted.

"Too many Christians expect to be fed and fed on without the slightest effort on their part," he said.

"They don't actively and intellectually participate in religious worship.

Churches, too, are missing their social responsibilities, it was pointed out. Rather than building individual churches are being interested in the amount of money collect ed for various enterprises, the atmosphere of the church and the quality of the church. Each church tries to outdo the other and become a "bigion" every Sunday. They don't actively and intellectually participate in religious worship.

The group meeting at the Reverend Church's house discussed "What good is the Church?" The purer the church discussed. "What redaction next week, the task of the church and how it can be accomplished will be finished. The final meeting in two weeks will deal with the previous accomplishments of the church throughout the world.

Continuation of both these group discussions will meet on the two subsequent Tuesdays at the same place. The date is set for the meetings is 2 p.m.

Hammond Reports
Sales Too Low on
Union Commodities

Some grim news was given to the student executive committee Monday night by Larry Hammond chairman of the union committee. "We won't know for another month," said Hammond, "that I'm afraid that unless students start patronizing the student center, we will start losing money this year.

"Our prices are rock bottom and still not selling as they should," Hammond was referring to the fact that hammers are now selling at the union for 15 cents, hot dogs for 10 cents, cigarettes for 18 cents and other counter prices are act at levels below what is sold by downtown merchants.

Last year's graduating class and one man who was enrolled in the freshman class of 1871, Pusey revealed.

Clubs Obtain
Six Movies
For Campus

A series of six foreign movies sponsored by the French, German and Spanish clubs, the Art association and the Triennial conference will be presented during the year for all Lawrence college students and faculty members.

The first will be a Russian technical film, "The Stone Flower," presented Thursday, October 14. All movies will have two showings, at 6:30 and 8:30 p.m. Tickets, costing 30 cents, will be available for the first movie next Thursday. They will be sold by the members of the sponsoring organizations.

Books In other countries using the languages of the countries which are presented will be "Crime and Punishment." By Dostovetsky, which will be shown during the

Koch Photo Shop

FILMS
KODAKS
PHOTO DEVELOPING

"YOU KNOW THE PLACE"

"KLACKS"
A safeguard against athlete's foot-wood-soled sandals for:
SWIMMING
LOCKER ROOM
SHOWER

Valley Sporting Goods Co.

To Complement

Your New Fall Wardrobe ... YOU SAVE 3.98 NOW!...

269 TO CHOOSE FROM
REGULARLY 10.95
WOULD MAKE WONDERFUL CHRISTMAS GIFTS

6.97
plus fox

Handsome selection of calfskin bags...
fine quality rayon lining ... coin purse
and mirror fittings ... some have inside
zipper pocket ... pouch, single and double handle
and tailored style ... black, brown, navy and red.

H.C. Prange Co.

Choose A Beautiful

Calfskin Bag

To Complement

211 No. Appleton St. Phone 3-1393
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period when the book is being read
the freshman studies course.
A tentative list of the other films included "Fris Plant," French, " UB Steps," English, "Time in the Sun," a Mexican documentary, and "Lyrisitica," a German movie about Greece. An added feature will be "History of the Film," a short with excerpts from old movies showing how the motion picture industry has progressed.

WARNER BROS.
RIO THEATRE
• STARTS TODAY •

WALTER BROS.
STARK THEATRE

N O T H I N G S O
PERSONAL . . .
Nothing So
Unusually Luxurious

MARY JEWELERS
212 E. College Ave.
Dial 4-4247
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Sparky and Paul's Enthusiasm Precedes Vike Pep Programs

BY MARJORIE THOM

If you were one of those who saw the football team off to Menomonee last month early this morning, you were there because the pep committee planned a sendoff program.

Chaired by Paul Eiby and Arden (Sparky) Youngblood, this committee is responsible for pregame enthusiasm and a cheering grandstand crowd at the football games.

It was hard to tell who were more proud, the dad or their sons, when the team defeated Carlson day, last Saturday afternoon at the annual Dad's Day game. In way of staff of co-workers, with preparation for this big event, members of the committee helped Cabin Siegrist decorate the pep band and the pavement in front of the dormitories.

The co-chairman head a large staff of staff of co-workers, with preparation for this big event, members of the committee helped Cabin Siegrist decorate the pep band and the pavement in front of the dormitories.

They're the men behind the pep team. And if you wear one of those who wear a stifling raccoon coat to publicize the rally.

The solution to one of the knot problems Jack has faced, in his almost 20 years on campus, came to him in a dream, believed or not. In 1936 the steam line was laid, and watch it done.

With Work, Worry, Reward

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Power Company and the Kimberly-Clark mill in Kimberly.

The U.S. Navy welcomed the big fellow when he enlisted in July, 1918. By this time, the Rosenbergs had one child, young John, and two more boys, Warren and Bob, and two girls, Ruth and Dorothy. Justly joined the navy, and still a source of great amusement to him and he enjoys making cracks about his period as a "dry land sailor" and his life in the "Suna navy" for Jack never left Great Lakes, Illinois.

Upon returning to Appleton, after a short stay in Milwaukee, he went back to work for Kimberly Clark and continued his efforts to better his education being one of the pioneers in vocational training when he ranked as the highest paid employees to a class held at the YMCA in a time long before anyone ever thought of a vocational school. Finally, in March 1927, Jack accepted the position of chief engineer at Lawrence.

The solution to one of the慢性 problems Jack has faced, in his almost 20 years on campus, came to him in a dream, believed or not. In 1936 the steam line was laid, and watch it done.

These activities are just the beginning. Paul and Sparky are looking forward to having the whole college, including Maxie in his E. blanket, migrate to Ripon on October 22 for the football game in chartered busses.

One of these days now you'll hear the bell ringing for freshman-week, you'll hear the bell ringing for freshman-week, when the freshmen get a fair chance to deft their brains, if they will win the contests of that nature.

The co-chairman head a large staff of students. One of the members is ready with the solution into an accomplished fact when he replaced the steam line, under some sidewalk superintending by Lawrence's president, with new pipe and didn't disrupt traffic on the avenue for one minute.

Jack is justly proud of his feat in practical engineering and will probably be only too glad to give anyone who asks him a simple explanation of how it was done.

Other high points during his tenure here, according to Jack, were the replacings of the original four boilers with two new ones in 1938 and the renewal of the a gas ground steam system which has progressed bit by bit from 1940 to the present. Five people realize that the piping that brings warmth to the buildings on those cold winter mornings is not figured in feet but in miles.

In spite of being on call 24 hours a day Jack still likes his job and likes the fellow with whom he works. He is fond of doing a little fishing and feeding the gray squirrels that scamper near his house below the hill, near the tennis courts.

Of one thing, however, we are certain. When John W. Rosenberg decides to retire his absence will be felt in more than one place and we sincerely hope that if, say 20 years hence, we should have a chance to dial 3-3205 the man who answers will be Jack Rosenberg.

Every Entree a Specialty

Our Short Orders
Are the Best and Most
Reasonably Priced

Murphy's Restaurant
219 E. College

GO DELUXE AT LOWEST RATES

Yellow Cab Dial 3-4444

IT'S ALIVE
You don't have to wear YOUR UNION SUIT to get into the Student Union.

IT'S GOT EVERYTHING—

Ice Cream, Sandwiches, Coffee, Music, Dancing, Game Room, Lounge—
And there's no cover charge, prices are the leastest and the food is the bestest—IT'S ALL FOR YOU

HAMAR UNION
yesterday's convocation

"The experience of traveling or studying in a foreign land has many values. Few people will deny these values. It is an experience which can give perspective and enrichment to one who has never left home. It does have great educational value; it can be an important influence toward helping us to establish a permanent peace."

"What most people do not realize is that college students, both men and women, can travel on a very small budget. In fact, those traveling bySilk-screened cotton broadcloth in white, Colorfast, Sanforized, unconditionally washable (even the metallic part). Sizes 32 to 40.

"PROMENADE" - You'll feel like strutting when you put on your gorgeous Jantzen of Nylo-Fleece . . . the finest tailoring . ..

"PROSPERITY" — You get the finest yarns... the finest tailoring... in sweaters by

"PRIMROSE" — you get the prettiest colors you've ever seen with matching ocean pearl buttons — also matching Jantzen slip ons.

"PROMENADE" — You'll feel like strutting when you put on your gorgeous Jantzen of Nylo-Fleece . . . the wonderful new fabric of quick-drying, friction denier nylon and choice imported worsted. Never before has there been a more perfect sweater fabric . . . it actually improves with each washing and keeps its trim lines. Twelve of the prettiest colors you've ever seen with matching ocean pearl buttons — also matching Jantzen slip ons.

Sizes 34-40

119 E. College Ave.

The Department Store Nearest the Campus
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Colbe Distributes
Course Handbook

Wawatloo, Me. (IP)—Course Critique evaluations, based on answers by both students and faculty, have been gathered into a booklet which will be distributed to incoming freshmen at Colbe college this month.

The booklets have been printed in order to give freshmen a clearer picture of the nature of college courses on campus. They will be illustrated by quotes from students who have participated in the courses, showing the type of work for which students are preparing.

"Courses which are offered, the faculty members, the students' reactions, all will be included. The booklets will be distributed to incoming freshmen in two weeks."

"These are a few of the many opportunities in this field. There are many more."

"It is possible to go to a foreign country without spending a fortune. I have done it, other Lawrencevilles have done it and thousands of other American students have done it. The movement is growing year by year. You can become a part of it!"

— Lloyd Ranger

Campus Displaying Contest Photos

Two picture exhibits are now being shown on campus. On display in the senior art graphics, the winners in the 1949 national high school art contest.

On the fourth floor gallery at Mali hall is a score of the prettiest colors you've ever seen with matching Jantzen slip ons.

"PROMENADE" — you get the prettiest colors you've ever seen with matching ocean pearl buttons — also matching Jantzen slip ons.

Sizes 34-40

119 E. College Ave.

The Department Store Nearest the Campus
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Vike Gridders Invade
Monmouth Tomorrow

Open Competition
Practice Sessions
For Trapshooters

L Club Is Host
To Future Chros
On Weekends

Vikes Batter
Powerful Carl
Invaders 20-6

Delts, Betas Tie
For Leads in
Touch Football
Close Race for Title
Indicated by Scores
Of Previous Games

Lawnrence Defeat
May Result in
Conference Tie

Having knocked Carleton all but mathematically out of conference contention, the Lawrence travel to

Vikings in an effort to change their team's homecoming tilt.

The Beavers, who are leading the conference, last week set a new

Lawnrence victory, but with a victory in Carleton, the Vikings will entrench themselves in the top spot at the end of the season.

The last game was a 20-6 upset of the Beavers, which was

witnessed at a by Dick Searson, associate

The Press Box

BY GEORGE FREDERICK
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Rough, Tough, Blonde Cal Is
Deer Hunting and Steak Fan

The Lawrence University line is a little stronger this year than pre-season guesses indicated

Lawnrence fans That is definitely a Tiger tank rolling over the most consistently potent

Lawrence line this year. It is produced by the punting duties and Bill to sign the notices posted in Main

Pictures him, then Viking fans can understand why the Law­

Chamberlain is not a machine but

Definitely not a Tiger tank rolling over

Rough, Tough, Blonde Cal Is
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Definitely not a Tiger tank rolling over
Halfback Bob McCabe goes over the goal from the four yard line late in the second quarter last Saturday in the Lawrence-Carleton game on Whiting field. The score was called back, however, because a Lawrence lineman was offside and it was necessary for the Vikes to tally on the next play from the nine by a Reed Forbush-Claude Radtke pass. Forbush in the No. 20 at the left. (Post-Crescent Photo).

Lawrence's cross country team invades Marquette's three and a quarter-mile Washington park course in Milwaukee tomorrow in the Vikes' first non-conference test. They will seek their second win of the season.

The Marquette runners bowed to Wisconsin's Big Nine champs and Minnesota in their first two meets by identical scores of 15-36.

Gene Whelan, one of last year's stars, rejoined the squad this week after missing the Badger and Gopher meets because of a back injury. Coach Mel Shimek hopes he will be able to run against Lawrence. Others upon whom Shimek is relying are Bob Means, Tony Glazer, Dave Winton, Bob Nolan and Bob Skacel.

In the '48 Lawrence-Marquette encounter, the Vikes failed to place a man in the first four and were whipped, 17-35. Coach A. C. Denny will rely on Captain Paul Kissberry, Bill Sievort, Larry Nelson, Bob McCleary, Bill Stewart, Larry Nelson, Jerry Motley, Ralph Vogt, Bob Ingle and Bob Hill.

"TO MY FRIENDS AND FANS I RECOMMEND CHESTERFIELD ...IT'S MY CIGARETTE" Barbara Stanwyck

Barbara Stanwyck

Barbara Stanwyck in "THE FILE ON THELMA JORDON" A WALLIS PRODUCTION A PARAMOUNT PICTURES

Copyright 1949, United Artists Pictures Corp.
Urges Immediate War
On Reds for Survival

To the editor:
Mr. Thiel discussed the "possible solution" in his article on the atomic bomb at last week's Law­rence-Lincoln Forum. He says that we have very little time for Russia to build up its military might and that we should be activated to prevent this.

Effective with the next issue, let­ters for publication may not ex­ceed 250 words. Articles must be signed or initialed in good faith but the writer may request that his name be withheld in publication.

I look forward to seeing this campus like Vermont. Frankly, they scare me.

We have seen too many nations in the United States, the other side in the cold war, and elsewhere, one is hooded to die. With the way the world is today, it is not exactly inevitable.

The girls were nice in every sense of the word. They said nice things, they were nice to each other, and they were just plain damn nice. In fact, I am beginning to question the statement that fun comes first, and never let the class assignments interfere.
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Misses Takitoff and Schmitz
Hogan Would Want Anyway

"Good Going, Guys!

To the editor:
Those of us who witnessed the Lawrence-Carlton football game came away feeling mighty proud of the fellows on our grid squad. The Carls were un­expectedly the toughest opponent on the Blue and White schedule this season. The Vikes were point­ing to the encounter for some time and were "up" for it.

As football has been generally going on Whiting field during the past few years, it was a brutal battle. The Carlton line was tough and backed up by a wealth of experienced players. But the Vikes played hard through the last four games, took some rough treatment in the process and dusted it back in quantity. In the end, they had not only out­scored but outplayed their opponents.

"Sordid Ugly Sex"

If some are hot-bed commandos on this campus who are seriously considering a fiasco to Bippor next week’s game, we suggest that they reconsider. There is no need of their being jacked as a nüe of an editorial.

Good Going, Guys!

To the editor:
"Sordid Ugly Sex"

If some are hot-bed commandos on this campus who are seriously considering a fiasco to Bippor next week’s game, we suggest that they reconsider. There is no need of their being jacked as a nüe of an editorial.

Good Going, Guys!

We just had to have everyone read it... which simply goes to prove that you shouldn’t believe everything you read — even if you are a college student. (But we still mean what we said about going to Bippor — even if you are a college student.)